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Abstract: The natural and subsequent human disasters of March 11, 2011 in Japan have 
brought into focus more than ever the importance of resilience and risk mitigation in the 
construction of energy infrastructure. This article introduces some of the critical issues and 
discusses the implications of energy in alleviating or exacerbating the risks of natural 
disasters. Additionally, it presents a framework for considering the risks of energy systems 
from a broad perspective. The connection is drawn between design for sustainability and 
the risks associated with energy systems in natural disasters. As a result of the assessment, 
six criteria are proposed for energy systems to contribute to societal resilience in the face of 
natural disasters—they should be: (1) Continuous; (2) Robust; (3) Independent; (4) 
Controllable; (5) Non-hazardous; and (6) Matched to demand. 
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1. Introduction 

Energy is one of the keys to the development of nations and society—one of the vital lifelines that 
keeps societies and economies functioning. Civilization is dependent on a constant, consistent supply 
of energy; globally the demand for energy has been increasing consistently in parallel with growth in 
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population and economic consumption [1]. However, the hazards associated with energy are also 
important to recognize—the risks associated with technology as well as the risks associated with the 
cutting of energy supply.  

Given the widespread impact and publication of the accident at the nuclear power station in 
Fukushima, the risk of nuclear power has again been brought into the limelight. However, each of the 
alternative energy systems also has risks—some far less obvious than others. For example, some of the 
first images of earthquake damage in Japan on March 11th were of fires and explosions occurring at 
LPG storage facilities at an oil refinery [2]. Moreover, it has been identified that, although renewable 
energy technologies such as solar panels may not have been damaged by the earthquake or tsunami, in 
the aftermath in many cases they continued to operate, even when the converters may have been 
damaged, thus creating an additional electrical hazard while not providing useful electricity [3]. 

This paper aims to build a framework for the consideration of risks associated with energy systems 
and to highlight failures in the aftermath of the March 11 disasters of 2011 that should ideally be 
avoided in future. The paper examines key energy systems in a variety of configurations and 
applications in order to present a comprehensive overview of the failures and advantages of the 
different alternatives. Furthermore, the consideration of risk is broadened to include alternative 
sustainability-related risks that are regularly ignored or under-examined in technological assessments 
of risk [4]. In particular, the paper addresses the potential beneficial contribution of energy systems in 
times of natural disaster. 

Risk assessment and evaluation approaches in the design phase of processes and energy systems has 
been common practice since the late 1970’s or early 1980’s in many countries [5–7]—however, many 
current large scale power plants were designed prior to this. In terms of safety, there is empirical 
evidence that such assessments have reduced loss of life and infrastructure [8–10]. Some work has 
been done regarding infrastructure more generally with regards to climate change adaptation and the 
potential additional natural disaster risks that may be anticipated [11]. However, these approaches have 
largely focused on the operation’s internal infrastructural integrity rather than seeking to incorporate 
sustainability risks, although some consideration to environmental risk has been given [12]. There is an 
opportunity, or indeed an urgent need, to use such structured techniques to identify risks and mitigation 
options beyond the plant gate—a boundary which is partially bridged by this study. 

1.1. Resilience and Vulnerability 

Resilience and vulnerability are terms utilized as approximate antonyms in this study. The 
interrelations and origins of research in the fields of resilience and vulnerability will not be covered in 
depth, as they have been widely reviewed and discussed elsewhere—e.g., [13,14]. However, 
characteristics of resilience have been summarized as [15]: 

1. The amount of change the system can undergo and still retain the same controls on function  
and structure. 

2. The degree to which the system is capable of self-reorganization to accommodate  
external changes. 

3. The ability to build and increase the capacity for learning and adaptation. 

On the other hand, vulnerability has been defined as having components that include [16]:  
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1. Sensitivity to perturbations or external stresses 
2. The (lack of) capacity to cope or adapt 
3. Exposure to perturbations. 

The context of the current study is on energy systems and their impact on sustainability—especially 
when exposed to natural disasters. Therefore, the definition of vulnerability in this case is 
“susceptibility of the energy system, or component thereof, to damage due to a natural disaster, 
resulting in loss of key functions or significant negative impact on sustainability”. Resilience is then 
defined as “the ability of an energy system, or component thereof, to withstand damage due to a 
natural disaster, to have a benign or negligible impact on sustainability in case of damage or loss, and 
to contribute in a positive way to societal recovery post-disaster.” 

In regards to the context of the present work, there have been a number of studies that have 
analyzed factors of resilience in energy systems. The geographical characteristics affecting the 
resilience—both in terms of vulnerability and response/regeneration time—are discussed in terms of 
the electrical distribution system, highlighting particular factors of importance such as population 
density and land use [17]. Electricity systems at the national scale have also been quantitatively 
analyzed using a set of resilience indicators that include such items as “carbon intensity” and 
“diversity” of generation, but this again has not delved specifically into the technological aspects of 
energy systems and does not explicitly address sustainability concerns [18]. Synergistic opportunities 
of integration of waste and energy [19] and of water networks [20] have highlighted the balance 
between efficiency and resilience (integration often improving efficiency, but potentially adding  
to vulnerability). 

1.2. Sustainability 

Sustainability is a term that has been widely used and interpreted in a variety of ways. In most cases 
the definitions revert to some form of expression of the importance of preserving, enhancing and 
balancing the triple-bottom-line (TBL) of environment, economy and society. Often the “Brundtland” 
definition of sustainable development (SD) is utilized as a default: “development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [21]. In 
the current work, we will largely follow this trend, taking sustainability to be a state of dynamic 
interplay between environment and society that ultimately contributes positively to indefinite human 
development and wellbeing whilst not overdrawing natural resources or over-burdening the 
environment in an irreversible manner. Rather than applying a TBL approach however, we use the 
“five capitals” framework (natural, social, human, manufactured and economic capital) [22] as the 
basis of our assessment. In this framework, the capitals refer to: 

1. Natural–the natural environment, including all environmental services and environmental quality 
2. Social–the networks or organizations that connect individuals 
3. Human–the individual’s characteristics and wellbeing—notably skills, education and health 
4. Manufactured–the built environment and infrastructure 
5. Economic–monetary transactions and wealth. 
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Sustainability research has significant links to work in the field of resilience and vulnerability. 
Some examples of the connections have been in research on sustainable cities, which highlight the 
vulnerability of critical infrastructure as an important factor in the design of sustainable cities and the 
resilience of those cities [23]. Specifically, analysis has been conducted into the synergies between 
infrastructure planning for the reduction of risk in the event of terrorist or technological disasters and 
the potential reduction of environmental impacts [24]. The ecological, social and economic 
connectivity of the global society, and its vulnerability to environmental disruptions, have also been 
examined [25]. Likewise, the specific implications of environmental degradation in exacerbating 
natural disasters have been reviewed in light of the Indian Ocean Tsunami, showing some strong 
connections between the ultimate impact of the disaster and the vulnerabilities induced by policy 
decisions [26]. Some interesting work on full-cost accounting that applied the four capitals (excluding 
economic) has also tried to delve into the broader costs of coastal disasters [27]—although the focus 
was not specifically energy and therefore less detailed than the current approach. 

Sustainability of energy is also an area that has been focused on by academics, politicians  
and industry across the world—e.g., [28–31]. The application of both centralized and  
decentralized renewable energy systems has been one specific focus for the integrated analysis of  
energy-sustainability-resilience. Renewable energy as a distributed energy technology providing 
diversity of generation and enhancing local skills and employment has been examined in  
detail [32,33], while the challenges of creating an entirely independent energy region have been shown 
to be particularly high [34], and may not be ideal in terms of resilience across annual fluctuations of 
renewable energy sources. On the larger scale, hydropower development in China as a renewable 
energy source has been highlighted as introducing a mixture of vulnerability and resilience due to the 
potential impacts on a large (often transboundary) community and environment and the necessity of 
good governance and stakeholder engagement [35]. 

Sustainability and resilience are often the topic of post-construction analysis and assessment. 
However, in terms of ability to improve operational performance in both safety and sustainability, it is 
important to consider the earlier stages of development [36]. Sustainability in design or “design for 
sustainability” (DfS) seeks to incorporate considerations of sustainability into the system even before it 
is constructed—which is often the most economically feasible timing as well as giving the highest 
sustainability impact and reducing risk [4,37,38]. Various frameworks and tools have been developed 
for measuring and incorporating sustainability [39], but these approaches are generally considered 
from the perspective of normal operations rather than from unusual conditions such as natural disasters 
(which are mostly considered in safety or risk management studies). Two such DfS approaches are 
considered here as an introduction to the potential implications on safety and resilience of energy 
systems in natural disasters of using a sustainability framework for design. 

The first approach is “Green Engineering”, with its 12 principles [40] to assist in improving the 
environmental performance of industrial operations or processes (of which the eight directly relevant 
principles are given in Table 1). It is apparent from the resilience considerations for energy that 
correspond to these principles, that in many cases there is a direct correlation between the design for 
environment and the resilience of the system in disasters. 
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Table 1. Principles of “Green Engineering” [40] and considerations of resilient energy systems. 

 Principles Resilience considerations for energy 
1 Designers need to strive to ensure that all material 

and energy inputs and outputs are as inherently 
nonhazardous as possible. 

Non-hazardous flows do not pose an exacerbated 
threat in a disaster situation. 

2 It is better to prevent waste than to treat or clean 
up waste after it is formed. 

Reducing waste produced in regular operations 
reduces storage of waste and potential for release 
in a disaster. 

3 Products, processes and systems should be “output 
pulled” rather than “input pushed” through the use 
of energy and materials. 

Energy systems driven by output will likely be 
readily ramped down or up subsequent to  
disaster-related demand shift. 

4 Targeted durability, not immortality, should be a 
design goal. 

Durability of infrastructure needs to correspond to 
potential disasters. 

5 Design for unnecessary capacity or capability 
(e.g., “one size fits all”) solutions should be 
considered a design flaw. 

Flexible operation however, can be useful in 
disaster situations. 

6 Design of products, processes and systems must 
include integration and interconnectivity with 
available energy and materials flows. 

Utilization of locally available energy and 
materials may enhance resilience when supply 
lines are cut further afield. 

7 Products, processes and systems should be 
designed for performance in a commercial 
“afterlife”. 

Subsequent to disaster, in the worst case 
infrastructure should be reusable for alternative 
applications. 

8 Material and energy inputs should be renewable 
rather than depleting. 

Renewable inputs are likely to be less hazardous 
and may rely less on long supply chains–although 
they may be vulnerable in some disaster situations. 

The second framework considered is the Waste Minimization Hierarchy (WMH), which is shown in 
Figure 1. This figure gives some examples of initiatives that correspond to each of the five levels of the 
WMH and that have benefits in reducing either the severity or probability of a hazard, which in turn 
reduces the overall risk to environment and society from an operation. This approach to reducing 
environmental impacts from waste can also thus be utilized in improving energy system robustness in 
the face of natural disasters. 

It is apparent from these two methodologies that there is strong linkage and potential between the 
use of sustainability principles, tools or frameworks in the design of energy systems and the 
development of more resilient systems. The framework applied in the remaining assessment of risk and 
resilience is the “five capitals” framework [22] which was described earlier. 

2. Methodology 

The current work employs a systematic methodology for identifying risks, vulnerabilities and 
opportunities for their mitigation. This methodology has been adapted from earlier work that applied a 
similar assessment to minerals industry projects [4]. The focus is broader than just technical risk, 
seeking to identify sustainability risks using the “five capitals” framework [22] to break down the 
sustainability components of energy systems. The examination specifically focuses on the vulnerability 
of different energy systems to natural disasters, and the subsequent impact or benefit that the energy 
system can have in disaster situations. Because the study examines energy systems under unusual 
circumstances of natural disasters, it does not take into account the standard operational impacts which 
are the consideration of most of the standard literature on risk and the externalities of energy [41–43]. 
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Figure 1. Waste minimization hierarchy and its relationship to reducing the severity and 
probability of hazards. 

         

The alternative energy systems considered in this assessment are representative of the key modern 
energy sources—both conventional fossil fuels and the more recently expanding renewable energy 
technologies. In this case, the energy systems are not analyzed down to the unit process level, as might 
be the case with a more rigorous technical assessment that might occur during the design or licensing of 
an operation—using techniques such as Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) studies for example [44,45]. 
Rather, in this study, we examine only the major flows and operational conditions that are identified  
as posing a particularly high risk by virtue of the magnitude of their volume, toxicity or energy 
content. Being focused on sustainability, the study also examines the flow-on effects of damage to the  
energy system. 

The methodology first breaks the energy system down into inputs, outputs and internal operations—
in this way covering the key aspects of the supply chain and emissions/wastes that could be affected by 
a natural disaster (see Figure 2). The assessment also includes the fuel extraction operations as a 
separate section but not the facilities that produce the equipment used in the energy systems—although 
these can certainly be affected by natural disasters. The specific flows and operations that were 
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identified using this framework, and subsequently examined, are shown in Table 2 for the energy 
generating facilities and Table 3 for the fuel extraction and transportation stages of the supply chain. In 
the following step, the vulnerabilities of each of the key inputs, outputs and internal operations are 
analyzed through a structured HAZOP-like process. (In this case, we apply a subset of HAZOP guide 
words and a “grey box” model of the energy systems—focusing only on high influence operations to 
identify hazards.) Subsequently, the resulting potential impacts of natural disasters damaging the 
energy system are listed against the five capitals framework. 

Figure 2. Input-operation-output diagram for the risk assessment. 

 

Table 2. Inputs-internal operations-outputs for alternative energy systems and sub-components. 

Energy system Inputs Internal operations Outputs 
Nuclear power Nuclear fuel Reactor Electricity 

Water Cooling system Steam and heated water 
Electricity Steam cycle Spent fuel 
 Spent fuel storage  

Coal-fired power Coal Boiler Electricity 
Water Steam cycle Steam 
Oxidant (Air) Tailings storage Flue gas 
 Coal storage Ash 

Natural gas-power Natural gas Combustion turbine Electricity 
Water Steam cycle Steam 
Oxidant (Air) Fuel storage Flue gas 

Natural gas–heat/fuel Natural gas Fuel 
storage/transmission 

Heat 

Oxidant (Air) Combustor/engine Flue gas 
Oil-power Oil Combustion engine Electricity 

Water Fuel storage Flue gas 
Oxidant (Air)  Heated water 

Oil–heat/fuel Oil Fuel storage Heat 
Oxidant (Air) Combustor/engine Flue gas 

Hydro power Water Dam Electricity 
 Turbines Water 

Geothermal Water Steam cycle Water 
Wind Air Turbine Electricity 

  Air 
Solar-PV Sunlight PV panels Electricity 

 Batteries (optional)  
Solar-Thermal Sunlight Thermal collector Hot water 

Coal-‐fired	  power	  
station 

Inputs Outputs 

e.g. Coal e.g. Electricity 

Operation 

Internal Operations 
e.g. boiler 
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Table 3. Extraction and transportation stages considered for the assessment. 

Energy system Extraction Transportation 
Uranium  Mining Road 

In-situ leaching Ship 
Tailings storage  

Coal Mine Rail/conveyor 
Tailings storage Ship 
Coal storage  

Natural gas  Well extraction Pipeline 
Fuel storage Ship 

Oil  Well extraction Pipeline 
Fuel storage Ship 

Biomass  Harvesting Road/Rail 

In most considerations of resilience, there is a focus on the system as a whole rather than individual 
elements as isolated nodes [46]. However in this case, we focus largely on the key energy generating 
equipment, as the vulnerability of such elements is the most crucial component and in most cases the 
most hazardous. However, in order to examine some of the systemic impacts and vulnerabilities, in 
addition to the identification of technology-specific risks, general configurations of energy systems and 
the ability for alternative systems to enhance societal resilience in the face of disaster are also 
examined. Furthermore, two key components–labor and the electricity grid–are considered separately 
due to their influence on every energy system. Finally, this analysis draws on significant examples 
from the March 11th disaster in Japan in 2011 to highlight the practical reality of energy systems in 
disaster situations. 

3. Results  

The described methodology was applied to the flows and operations in Table 2 and Table 3.  
The resultant detailed responses to the HAZOP-type assessment are provided in the Appendix  
(Table A1–A4). From these responses, the general resilience and vulnerability statements associated 
with hazard categories that are associated with most energy systems are summarized in Table 4, while 
Table 5 then highlights the key risks from each of the energy systems on the five capitals, based on the 
worst case scenario for a variety of natural disasters. The particular disasters to which given systems 
were considered to be most susceptible given the technology, location and recent examples, are also 
indicated in the far right hand column. Some general categories of vulnerability, common to most 
energy systems—labor, supply chains and the electricity grid, are discussed further in section 4, and 
are therefore not elaborated on in these tables. The first row of Table 5 further highlights some of the 
key impacts on the five capitals that arise from given natural disasters. 
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Table 4. System components vulnerability and resilience. 

Component Vulnerability Resilience  
Fuel supply chain Long supply chain–import facility or transport loss 

exposure 
Short supply chain–vulnerable to simultaneous damage 

Long supply chain less vulnerable to simultaneous damage 
Short supply chain can allow continued or rapid-recovery of 
operations 

 

Fuel storage Onsite storage can be damaged and cause fire, 
explosion, contamination or other health and 
environmental hazards 
 

Onsite storage can enable continued operation despite supply-chain 
loss. 
Frequency of fuel delivery directly related to onsite storage capacity 
and usage rate: 

Nuclear fuel–infrequent delivery makes damage unlikely; 
Hydrocarbon fuel–sufficient onsite storage allows operation 
during recovery; 

 

Fuel characteristics Flammable or explosive fuels provide high energy but 
increase hazard of storage; 
Liquid fuels likely to pool or disperse in waterways; 

Solid fuels are less likely to disperse widely; 
Gaseous fuels will disperse widely and rapidly; 

 

Utilities supply to plant Water for cooling system and steam cycles: 
Fossil fuel, biomass or geothermal lose some or all 
capacity without sufficient water; 
Sudden loss of water can cause damage; 
Nuclear plant without water can fail in some cases, 
causing damage to plant; 

Electricity loss at nuclear power plant particularly 
hazardous; 
Sudden electricity loss may damage other thermal plant, 
but more likely to cause sudden loss of reactive 
conditions; 

Electricity vital for many plant operations–mostly self-supplied so 
that operations can continue if grid supply is lost; 
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Table 4. Cont. 

Component Vulnerability Resilience  
Waste storage Onsite storage can be damaged and dispersed: 

Large volume, low level waste such as ash from 
coal or biomass or  
Low volume, high level waste such as spent 
nuclear fuel 

  

Non-fuel energy 
sources 

Wind–vulnerable to overly windy (e.g., storm or cyclone 
conditions); 
Water–hydro and ocean energy can be damaged by 
spikes in influx; 
(Hydro dam damage most critical hazard) 
Water–hydro power is dependent upon water inflow; 
Sunlight–solar power vulnerable to overcast conditions 
associated with storm activity; panels vulnerable to hail 
and high winds; 

Non-fuel sources except water are only temporarily interruptible–
short term recovery is likely; 
Geothermal heat is unlikely to spike or trough; 
Dam construction is often designed specifically for flood mitigation 
and can reduce the scale and intensity of negative impacts of high 
rainfall. 

 

Electricity output Grids vulnerable to flooding and high wind particularly; 
Lack of output has serious societal impact; 
Larger grids lead to higher impact; 
Continued output to damaged grid is hazardous to health 
and equipment; 

Continued output can support societal recovery; 
Most generation facilities can rapidly decrease generation–but 
restarting after long lay-off is most difficult for nuclear or coal; 
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Table 5. Major risks of impact on the five capitals of generic natural disasters and alternative energy systems. 

 Human Social Economic Manufactured Natural  
Disaster direct 
impact on 
capitals 

Health and life 
Access to facilities 
Skills loss 

Support networks 
Consumer loss 

Loss of revenue 
Cost of repair 
Flow-on loss of 
productivity 

Loss of facilities 
Damage to facilities 

Loss of populations or 
habitats 
Loss of regular 
environmental services 

 

System impacts on capitals subsequent to natural disaster Disaster 
susceptibility 

Biomass Health–minor fire 
risk 

Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Minor fire risk  Bush fire; 
Flooding; 
Gale force winds; 

Coal Health–fire or 
contamination 

Major impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Major impacts associated 
with loss of electricity 

Fire risk  Bush fire; 
Earthquake; 
Flooding; 
Gale force winds; 
Tsunami; 

Gas Health–fire Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Fire or explosion risk  Bush fire; 
Earthquake; 
Flooding; 
Gale force winds; 
Tsunami; 

Geothermal Health–minor 
contamination 
possible 

Minor loss of electricity Minor loss of electricity - Minor contamination 
possible 

Earthquake; 
Flooding; 

Hydro Health–dam break 
flash flooding risk; 

Minimal to major 
impacts associated with 
loss of electricity; 
Dislocation–flooding 
destruction; 
 

Minimal to major impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity and flooding; 
Loss of workforce; 
Loss of revenue; 
Loss of consumer base; 

Loss of infrastructure 
by flash flooding; 

Silt and relocated water 
pattern impact on ecology; 

Earthquake; 
Severe flooding; 
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Table 5. Cont. 

 Human Social Economic Manufactured 
 

Nuclear Health–long term 
contamination 
Loss of employment 

Dislocation–long term 
contamination 

Loss of workforce 
Loss of consumer base 

 Long term contamination Earthquake; 
Tsunami; 
 

Oil Health–fire or 
contamination 

Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Fire or explosion risk Moderate medium term 
impacts on local species 
from fire or contamination; 

Bush fire; 
Flooding; 
Earthquake; 
Tsunami; 

Solar Health–
electrocution risk 

Minor impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Minor impacts associated 
with loss of electricity; 
Cost of repair could be 
significant proportional to 
supply; 

- - Flooding; 
Tsunami; 
Gale force winds; 

Tidal/wave  Potential shipping 
hazard; 
Minor to moderate 
impacts associated with 
loss of electricity; 

Minor to moderate impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity; 

Equipment coming 
loose may become an 
additional floating 
hazard; 

- Tsunami; 

Wind - Minor impacts 
associated with loss of 
electricity 

Minor impacts associated 
with loss of electricity; 

Turbine towers may 
topple, causing 
damage to nearby 
capital; 

Minor fire risk; Gale force winds; 
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4. Discussion 

It can be seen from the results shown in the previous section (Table 4 and Table 5) that, in general, 
non-fuel-based renewable energy technologies are less hazardous—both during operation and in a 
natural disaster situation—largely due to the lower intensity of operating conditions. The exception is 
hydropower, which under most conditions would support resilience but may, under particular 
circumstances such as earthquakes or exceptionally high rainfall, add to a disaster through dam failure 
and consequent flooding. However, renewable energy technologies have vulnerabilities that may make 
them particularly susceptible to poor performance during natural disasters. For example, wind turbines 
must be shut off during high winds, making them useless in storms or cyclones—although they were 
shown to perform well in the March 11 earthquake and tsunami [47]. Likewise, solar photovoltaics 
may not produce sufficient electricity in overcast conditions that would also be associated with storm 
or rainfall-associated disasters. 

The following subsections highlight some of the major specific impacts of energy systems in 
natural disasters. 

4.1. General Factors Affecting Vulnerability 

Some characteristics of energy systems may be generalized across all alternative systems—in 
particular, the configuration of these systems as centralized or decentralized. Although there are many 
discussions as to what exactly defines a decentralized or distributed system (some useful definitions 
elsewhere [48,49]), in general, such systems should provide energy to a relatively small number of 
users in a limited geographic area. Typical of decentralized energy systems would be small scale 
generators supplying rural communities or solar panels providing energy for a single home. At the 
other end of the scale, centralized energy systems rely on economy of scale, with large scale 
production that is distributed over a wide area for numerous users—examples include typical modern 
nuclear and coal-fired power plants connected to the electricity grid. Table 6 highlights some of the 
key impact factors and the important aspects of time and diversity that can support or adversely  
affect resilience.  

Damage to infrastructure can present many risks that are unassociated with the infrastructure’s use 
in the energy system—for example, hazards associated with falling objects or drowning. Such risks are 
not considered in detail here, but may be associated with loss of operating conditions, loss of labor, 
loss of control of the system and thereby exacerbate the natural disaster. 

Two key factors in the resilience of energy systems can be highlighted as: diversification and 
prioritization. Diversification is typical of distributed energy systems that utilize renewable energy 
produced by a variety of small to medium-sized generators [32]. The key resilience factor of diversity 
is that it is less likely for multiple sources of energy to be cut off or damaged than for a single source. 
However, the level of skills, care and maintenance applied to larger, centralized systems may also be 
an advantage for preventing damage in a disaster. The larger, centralized systems also typically gain 
priority from government and corporate stakeholders who wish to see the largest consumer base 
supply recovered the quickest [17]. This can mean that the smaller generators take longer to be 
repaired and may also present a hazard to health and environment for a longer time. 
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Table 6. Factors affecting risk and vulnerability of centralized or decentralized energy systems. 

Configuration Impact factors Time Diversity 
Centralized Larger number  

of dependent users; 
Typically larger  
scale storage of  
feedstocks and waste; 
Typically more  
intense operating  
conditions (temperatures  
and pressures); 
Wide-spread impact; 

Larger infrastructure leads to 
longer delay for reconstruction; 
Priority often given for 
reconstruction because  
of larger user base; 

Low diversification–
vulnerable to specific 
feedstock loss; 

Decentralized Localized impact; 
Smaller number of users; 

Shorter delay to start-up; 
Lower-priority for  
reconstruction in many cases; 

Higher diversification–
more robust to loss of 
single feedstock; 

4.2. Labor Risks 

Energy systems cannot be considered separate from the society they support. One key  
non-infrastructure component of energy systems that may be generalized across many alternative 
systems is the labor input. Small-scale renewable energy systems are generally autonomous, with labor 
only required for installation and maintenance—however, for all other systems some level of human 
control is inevitable. Natural disasters can be alleviated or exacerbated by the response of those in 
control—for recent examples: flood mitigation in south-east Queensland (January 2011) and the 
Fukushima nuclear power plant. However, an additional consideration is the ability of the labor force 
to attend work to keep the energy system operating. In the case of a natural disaster, access to 
installations is often hampered, and it may fall to those operating the plant at the time of the disaster to 
continue working for extended periods until access and labor relief is achieved. This risk was 
particularly exposed by the nuclear accident at Fukushima, in which new laws needed to be passed so 
that operators could continue to work at the plant beyond their previous yearly limit of radiation 
exposure. The ability to maintain a sufficient workforce with the requisite skills will be boosted by 
operations requiring low onsite staffing, but with large local or regional workforce. This is likely to 
benefit sustainability from a socio-economic perspective during normal operations as well as 
facilitating recovery from natural disasters. Decentralized renewable energy technologies may be 
favored from this perspective [32,33]—especially in cases where ongoing deployment of technologies 
has enabled the growth of skills for maintenance within the area [37]. 

4.3. Transmission and Distribution Network Risks 

Under the current paradigm of energy generation and distribution, large scale, centralized 
production feeds extensive networks of users via the electricity grid. Grid damage presents a risk to all 
centralized energy systems—and subsequently to their customers. (Moreover, grid electricity loss is an 
additional hazard in nuclear systems that require an external energy supply for safety during 
shutdown.) Whilst most modern emergency facilities, hospitals and some other commercial or 
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government facilities may have back-up electricity supplies (on-site generator), the onsite storage of 
fuel is limited and may not be sufficient if transportation infrastructure is also damaged. Above ground 
infrastructure for suspending transmission lines is susceptible to high winds and strong flood waters in 
particular, while underground electrical infrastructure can be damaged by flooding [11]. Damaged 
energy distribution networks can also pose a hazard to health—electrification or fire risk. 

4.4. Supply Chain Impacts 

Significant both in terms of general operational fuel cycle impacts and in terms of vulnerability to 
natural disasters are the supply chain elements from extraction of fuel and distribution of fuel to 
electricity generating facilities. The analysis of supply chain vulnerabilities in Table A4 highlighted a 
number of key points. Firstly, the mining or extraction of fuels and its subsequent impact on the 
energy system is largely related to the distance of separation between the extraction and usage, and the 
frequency of delivery. Natural gas delivered by pipeline directly into a distribution network or coal 
delivered to a mine-gate power plant is vulnerable to immediate and prolonged disruption of electricity 
generation. By contrast, the mining of uranium or disruption to coal transported to distant power plants 
is likely to have a lower or delayed impact, due to the infrequency of delivery.  

In general, thermal coal is shipped relatively short distances, as is biomass. This implies that energy 
systems using these fuels are more likely to be simultaneously impacted by a natural disaster, whereas 
nuclear, oil or liquefied natural gas plants are likely to use fuels of more distant origin and therefore 
less likely to be simultaneously interrupted. The impacts of natural disasters are in most cases likely to 
be similar for the extraction, delivery and generation stages of the life cycle, although potentially the 
extraction phase will involve larger volumes of material—e.g., a whole mine or an oil well compared 
to a single oil or coal storage facility. 

4.5. Contribution in Times of Natural Disaster 

In natural disasters, swift and safe search, rescue and recovery efforts are highly dependent on 
available energy resources. This is true both for organized emergency response and for independent 
household recovery. Without fuel, emergency generators, vehicles and equipment cannot run. Without 
electricity, communications, coordination and evacuation facilities are impotent. Therefore it is 
imperative that energy systems are resilient and contribute safely to the ongoing provision of energy in 
the event of a natural disaster. However, onsite storage or continued generation in the case of damaged 
facilities may contribute to exacerbating the disaster by creating an electrical or fire hazard. Some key 
criteria that would delineate resilient and non-resilient energy systems are discussed briefly in  
this section. 

In order to support communities hit by natural disasters, energy systems must be: 

1. Continuous—operating safely throughout or restarting safely immediately post-disaster 
2. Robust—not easily damaged in case of potential natural disasters 
3. Independent—able to operate for a continuous period (in the order of days to weeks)  

post-disaster without relying on physical intervention from outside (local source of energy or 
sufficient storage, and with an appropriate local skills base to operate) 
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4. Controllable—able to be readily shut-down or with output adjusted depending on conditions 
5. Non-hazardous—able to provide energy in a way that does not cause an additional  

unwarranted hazard 
6. Matched to demand—able to provide energy in the form and quantity that is needed, in the 

location it is needed, when it is needed 

Continuous operation is closely linked to robustness and controllability, in that the physical impact 
of a given natural disaster on the energy system impacts the ability of the system to continue to operate 
and its controllability under non-ideal operating conditions. This robustness is related both to the mode 
of the disaster and the physical location, materials, support structures, mode of operation and disaster 
defenses of the energy system. For example, solar photovoltaics are often roof-mounted, making them 
less vulnerable to flood damage but more vulnerable to high winds. Controllability of the system under 
normal and abnormal operating conditions is often the result of initial design, and can be particularly 
affected by the choice of electronic or physical control. Often in response to disaster, energy systems 
can only be controlled in a single direction or across a small band of operating conditions—e.g., wind 
power increases until the cut-out speed, when the turbine is stopped; nuclear power automatically 
shuts down. 

The importance of independent generation is never more starkly highlighted than in times of natural 
disaster. Many energy systems can run relatively autonomously under normal conditions—with only 
external monitoring and occasional maintenance. However, if generators are shut down for safety prior 
to a disaster, or if they sustain damage due to the disaster, then external intervention is typically 
necessary—especially when remote operation becomes impossible due to grid or communication 
network damage. Independence for a period of days is often possible with relatively low storage 
capacity onsite. However, longer periods require access to energy sources locally or through the 
reopening of fuel supply routes. Independence is also closely tied to matching with demand. In most 
modern societies, electricity, oil and gas are the most ubiquitous energy sources—electricity for power 
applications and oil and gas for heating, cooking and for transportation. Natural disasters can often 
cause links in the supply chain to be cut. Due to the inflexibility of most household energy structures, 
and the “lock-in” to electricity for appliances or petroleum for transportation, the designed end use 
becomes inoperable without an external fuel supply of the required type (e.g., conventional gasoline 
cars will not run on electricity, and neither will electric stoves run on gas). Matching demand in 
situations of natural disaster may require the ability to operate flexibly in the production of alternative 
energy carriers (which, for instance, may be a benefit of fossil fuel-based energy systems or of 
hydrogen energy systems [50]) or having sufficient spare capacity to expand generation to cover for 
loss elsewhere in the system. 

Finally, the aspect of being non-hazardous (either inherently, or by control) is of key importance in 
disasters. Of the examined energy systems, perhaps the least hazardous is geothermal, given that it 
relies on relatively low heat, and that heat is a more readily detectible hazard than electricity for 
humans. Furthermore, geothermal energy systems can be readily shut down to avoid leakage. Wind 
power and hydro will in most circumstances also be relatively non-hazardous. On the other hand, the 
storage of fuels in nuclear and thermal power plants presents an inherent risk, which is only mitigated 
by sound infrastructure design and control. 
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5. Conclusions 

One of the key requirements of energy systems that promote resilient societies in the face of natural 
disasters is that the energy system itself is resilient to natural disasters. This paper has examined 
various existing energy systems from the perspective of hazards posed to and by the energy system in 
the case of natural disasters.  

The current work highlights the connection between sustainability and resilience in the design of 
energy systems. It is specifically highlighted that frameworks for improving the operational 
sustainability performance of energy systems can also provide benefits of reducing risks in times of 
natural disaster. The five capitals model of sustainability is also applied to help identify the risks 
beyond the plant boundary. 

As a result of the assessment, six key criteria for energy systems to contribute to the resilience of a 
community in the face of natural disasters are highlighted, indicating that energy systems should be: 
(1) Continuous; (2) Robust; (3) Independent; (4) Controllable; (5) Non-hazardous; and (6) Matched to 
demand. Energy systems that correspond to these criteria will contribute to sustainable development in 
both standard operation and in times of extraordinary hardship. 

Regarding these criteria, geothermal energy is regarded as one of the technologies that most 
contributes to societal sustainability. Non-renewable technologies tend to involve hazardous materials, 
while renewable energy systems may be hazardous if uncontrolled. Supply of energy from local 
sources is positive for rapid recovery but may mean that all stages of the supply chain are damaged 
simultaneously, in which case distant sources of energy may be preferred from a vulnerability perspective. 
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Appendix 

Table A1. Adapted-HAZOP assessment of risks associated with inputs of energy systems (blank = not applicable). 

 High Low No Damage Release 
Fuel      
Uranium/MOX;   Unlikely; Unlikely; Radiotoxic health 

hazard;  
Hazard to equipment; 

Radiotoxic health hazard; 

Coal;  
Oil;  
Gas;  
 

 Reduced output; Reduced output; Health hazard; 
Combustion or 
explosion hazard; 

Fire, explosion,  
contamination hazard; 

Biomass;  Reduced output; Reduced output; Health hazard; 
Combustion or 
explosion hazard; 

Fire, explosion hazard; 

Energy source      
Wind;  No power or damage to equipment; Low power; No power;   
Hydro - Water; In extremis–potential 

 equipment failure; 
Low power; No power;  Environmental and human 

hazard; 
Solar - Sunlight;  Low power; No power;   
Geothermal heat Damage to equipment; (Unlikely); Low power; No power; Changed heat flow;  
Working fluids      
Steam cycles - 
Water 

Reduced power output; (Unlikely); Low power; 
OR 
Overheat damage to 
equipment; 

No power; 
OR 
Overheat damage 
to equipment; 

 Human health hazard;  

Steam  
cycles-Air 

Reduced power output; (Unlikely); Low power; No power;  (Human health hazard if at high 
pressure); 
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Table A2. Adapted-HAZOP assessment of risks associated with outputs of energy systems. 

 High Low No Damage Release 
Energy product      
Electricity Grid overload; Brown-out or black-

out risk to 
community; 

Black-out risk 
to community; 

 Health hazard; 

Heat Health, environmental 
and equipment hazard; 

    

Waste      
Depleted  
Uranium/MOX fuel 

   Radiotoxic  
health hazard; 
Hazard to 
equipment; 

Radiotoxic health hazard; 
Hazard to equipment; 

Ash (coal/biomass) Health hazard;    Health and environmental hazard; 
Flue gas Health and 

environmental hazard; 
   Health and environmental hazard; 

Table A3. Adapted-HAZOP assessment of risks associated with internal operations of energy systems (blank = not applicable). 

 Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Fuel storage     
Nuclear fuel Radiotoxic health hazard;  

Hazard to equipment; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Radiotoxic health and 
environmental hazard;  
Hazard to equipment; 

 

Coal  Health hazard; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 

Solid fuel readily deposited–unlikely  
to spread widely; 

Oil Health hazard; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 

Spread rapidly and likely to be wider impact; 

Gas Health hazard; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 

Spread rapid and dispersion rapid; 
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Table A3. Cont. 

 Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Biomass Health hazard; 

Combustion or explosion hazard; 
Flammability typically 
lower than fossil fuels; 

Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 

Solid fuel readily deposited–unlikely to 
spread widely; 

Reactor     
Nuclear Radiotoxic health hazard;  

Hazard to equipment; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Radiotoxic health and 
environmental hazard;  
Hazard to equipment; 

Typically shut down in disaster–release 
unlikely. 

Coal, oil, gas, 
biomass 
combustion 

Health hazard; 
Combustion or explosion hazard; 

 Fire or explosion hazard;  

Waste storage     
Spent nuclear 
fuel 

Radiotoxic health hazard;  
Hazard to equipment; 

 Radiotoxic health and 
environmental hazard;  
Hazard to equipment; 

May be more likely to be released than fuel 
in the reactor–depending on storage 
arrangement.  

Tailings 
(coal/biomass) 

  Health and environmental 
hazard from contained 
heavy metals; 

Currently more uptake as cement or 
geopolymer filler; 

Solar     
PV 
panels/thermal 
collector 

Electrical hazard to  
health if still operating; 

   

Batteries Electrical or toxicological hazard 
to health and environment; 

 Toxicological hazard to 
health and environment; 

Containment and usage of non-toxic 
elements; 

Hydro power     
Dam Weakened or damaged dam may 

fail causing health risk to 
residents downstream. 
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Table A4. Adapted-HAZOP assessment of risks associated with extraction and transportation stages (blank = not applicable). 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Extraction      
Uranium  Mine Flooding–fuel supply cut; 

Earthquake–potential 
damage to mine; 

Production rates flexible–
delivery times infrequent 
for individual power plants; 

Potential release of 
radiotoxic materials; 

Likely release into 
ground water; 

In-situ leach Flooding–production 
affected; 
Earthquake–potential loss 
of confinement; 

Production rates flexible–
delivery times infrequent 
for individual power plants; 

Potential release of 
radiotoxic materials; 

Highly likely release 
into ground water; 

Tailings storage Flooding or earthquake–
loss of confinement; 

Older mines with lower 
remaining dam capacity 
more likely; 

Potential release of 
radiotoxic materials; 
 

Likely release to  
land and seepage to 
ground water; 

Coal Mine Flooding, earthquake, bush 
fire–short-medium-term 
loss of production; 
Gale force winds–short-
term loss of production; 

Fire–combustion products 
and extended threat to 
surrounding environment; 
Mine at power plant gate–
loss of generation after 
stockpiles run-out; 
Mine and power plant 
separated–option to 
temporarily source coal 
elsewhere; 

Flood/gale force  
winds–coal dust 
emissions to water or air;  
Minor impacts to 
environment and  
human health; 

Likely release  
due to wind;  
Flood release only in 
extreme circumstances; 

Tailings storage Flooding, earthquake, bush 
fire–potential damage to 
storage dams; 

Widespread damage 
depending on geography; 

Flood/earthquake–
release of tailings–threat 
to human life and 
infrastructure; 

Tailings release risk 
governed by geography 
and tailings state  
(dry or wet); 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Extraction      
 Coal storage Bush fire–

combustion/explosion risk; 
Type of coal, quantity of 
coal, proximity to power 
plant and other 
infrastructure; 
Combustion likely if fire 
encroaches on storage area; 

Flood/gale force  
winds–release of stored 
coal–minor 
environmental hazard; 

Covered and bunded 
coal storage less likely 
to be affected; 

Natural gas  Well extraction Onshore: bush fire–
combustion/explosion risk; 
Earthquake/flooding–
disruption to production; 
Offshore: tsunami/gale 
force winds–leakage or 
combustion/explosion risk; 

Typically facilities have 
high levels of fire 
protection equipment; 
Disruption to production 
likely to have immediate 
impacts on energy system; 
(e.g., Western Australia, 
2008) 
Offshore difficult to recover 
production; Shut-off in 
storm; 

Onshore: 
combustion/explosion 
risk to human health and 
environment; 
Offshore: 
combustion/explosion 
risk to human health; 

Typically shut-down in 
preparation for 
disasters; 

Fuel storage Bush fire/gale force 
winds/earthquake–
combustion/explosion risk; 
Flooding/tsunami–damage 
to storage or auxiliary 
equipment; 

Typically facilities have 
high levels of fire 
protection equipment; 
High volume storage–high 
potential hazard; 

Gale force 
winds/earthquake/ 
tsunami–release of gas 
and/or 
combustion/explosion; 

High potential for 
explosion/combustion 
on release–typically 
flared to avoid 
explosion; 
Gas disperses rapidly; 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Extraction      
Oil  Well extraction Onshore: bush fire–

combustion risk; 
Earthquake/flooding–
leakage/disruption to 
production; 
Offshore: tsunami/gale 
force winds–leakage or 
combustion risk;  

Typically facilities have 
high levels of fire 
protection equipment; 
Disruption may have 
impact on oil prices and 
availability (e.g., Gulf of 
Mexico, 2010) 
Offshore difficult to recover 
production or stop leakage; 
Shut-off in storm may  
help prevent; 

Gale force 
winds/earthquake/ 
tsunami–release of oil 
and/or 
combustion/explosion; 
Toxic/health impact in 
aquatic environment;  

Containment difficult 
in aquatic environment;  

Fuel storage  Typically facilities have 
high levels of fire 
protection equipment; 
 

Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 
Gale force 
winds/earthquake/ 
tsunami–release of oil 
and/or combustion/ 
explosion; 

Containment difficult 
in aquatic environment;  
Spread rapidly and 
likely to be wider 
impact; 

Biomass  Harvesting Combustion hazard; Flammability typically 
lower than fossil fuels; 
Localized production of 
fuel likely to have 
significant impact on 
generating capacity; 

Fire hazard; Solid fuel readily 
deposited–unlikely to 
spread widely 
especially if the 
harvested biomass 
consists of large 
components; 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Transportation      

Uranium Road Radiotoxic leak hazard; Unlikely due to low 
frequency, relatively low 
volume, high security and 
protective vessels; 

Radiotoxic hazard; Unlikely due to low 
frequency, relatively 
low volume, high 
security and protective 
vessels; 
Unlikely to spread 
widely unless released 
to water or via 
fire/explosion into 
atmosphere; 

 Ship Radiotoxic leak hazard–
tsunami or gale force 
winds sink or damage ship; 

Unlikely due to low 
frequency, relatively low 
volume, high security and 
protective vessels; 

Radiotoxic hazard; Unlikely due to low 
frequency, relatively 
low volume, high 
security and protective 
vessels; 
Unlikely to spread 
widely unless all 
enclosing vessels 
breached; 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Transportation      
Coal Rail/conveyor Contamination, 

combustion or explosion 
hazard–bush fire, gale 
force winds or flash 
flooding; 

Fire–combustion products 
and extended threat to 
surrounding environment; 
Mine at power plant gate–
loss of generation after 
stockpiles run-out; 
Mine and power plant 
separated–option to 
temporarily source coal 
elsewhere; 

Fire, explosion, 
contamination hazard; 
Flood/gale force winds–
coal dust emissions to 
water or air;  
Minor impacts to 
environment and  
human health; 

Likely release due to 
wind;  
Solid fuel readily 
deposited–unlikely to 
spread widely; 

 Ship Contamination, 
combustion or explosion 
hazard–gale force  
winds or tsunami; 

Fire–human health  
hazard limited to  
onboard personnel; 
 

Fire and contamination 
hazard; 
Tsunami/gale force 
winds–coal dust 
emissions to water; 
Minor impacts to 
environment and human 
health; 

Likely release due to 
tsunami;  
Solid fuel readily 
deposited–unlikely to 
spread widely; 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Transportation      
Natural gas Pipeline Combustion or explosion 

hazard–bush fire, 
earthquake or gale force 
winds; 
Delivery disruption–
earthquake or flooding; 

Fire likely if pipeline 
damaged; 
Disruption to delivery 
causing significant energy 
system disruption; 

Gale force 
winds/earthquake–
release of gas and/or 
combustion/explosion; 

High potential for 
explosion/combustion 
on release–typically 
control system stops 
flow in emergency; 
Gas disperses rapidly; 

 Ship Contamination, 
combustion or explosion 
hazard –gale force winds 
or tsunami; 

Fire–human health  
hazard limited to onboard 
personnel; 
 

Fire and contamination 
hazard; 
Tsunami/gale force 
winds–coal dust 
emissions to water; 
Minor impacts to 
environment and  
human health; 

Likely release due to 
tsunami;  
Solid fuel readily 
deposited–unlikely to 
spread widely; 

Oil Pipeline Combustion or explosion 
hazard–bush fire, 
earthquake or gale force 
winds; 
Delivery disruption–
earthquake or flooding; 

Fire possible if pipeline 
damaged; 
Disruption to delivery 
causing some energy 
system disruption; 

Gale force 
winds/earthquake–
release of oil and/or 
combustion/explosion; 

High potential for 
explosion/combustion 
on release–typically 
control system stops 
flow in emergency; 
Spread rapidly in water 
and likely to be wider 
impact–pooling and 
minor impact on land; 
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Table A4. Cont. 

 Energy system component Damage Probability factors Release Probability factors 
Transportation      
 Ship Contamination, 

combustion or explosion 
hazard –gale force winds 
or tsunami; 

Fire–human health hazard 
limited to onboard 
personnel; 
 

Fire and contamination 
hazard; 
Tsunami/gale force 
winds–oil emissions to 
water; 
Significant impacts to 
environment and some 
impacts on human 
health; 

Likely release due to 
tsunami or gale force 
winds causing damage 
to vessel;  

Spread rapidly in water 
and likely to 
be wider 
impact; 

Biomass Road/Rail Combustion hazard–bush 
fire, gale force winds or 
flash flooding; 

Fire–combustion products 
and extended threat to 
surrounding environment; 

Fire hazard; 
Flood/gale force winds–
emissions to water or air;  
Minor impacts to 
environment and  
human health; 

Likely release due to 
wind;  
Solid fuel readily 
deposited on land–
unlikely to spread 
widely unless released 
to water in which it 
may float; 
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